
Using Line of Best Fit to Make Predictions 

1) Using the table to the right, work 

with a partner at your table to 

make predictions for the height of 

a child at: 

 21 months  __________________ 

 24 months  __________________ 

 28 months __________________ 
    

Why did you guess these amounts? 

 

 

 

Age (months) Height (cm) 

18 76.1 

19 77 

20 78.1 

21  

22 78.9 

23 79.7 

24  

25 81.1 

26 81.2 

27 82.8 

28  

29 83.5 2) Graph this data onto the graph 

below. 
3) What type of correlation do you see?  (circle one)   

   positive  negative  no correlation 

 

4) What strength is the correlation?   (circle one)    strong     weak         none 

 

5) Draw in the line of best fit. 

 6)  Use your line of best 

fit to check your 

predictions in #1 

above 

 

 21 months - 

__________cm. 

 24 months - 

__________cm 

 28 months - 

__________cm 

 

 

 

Age (Months) 

H 

E 

I 

G 

H 

T 

(cm) 



Scatter Plots on the TI-73 

 

Let’s Try:  

Use the following height and weight data to create a Line of Best Fit and estimate weights. 

Follow the step by step instructions above.  

 

Use your line of Best Fit to estimate the following weights. 

 

Step 1: Clear the memory on the calculator 

Step 2: Enter data 

  Press: {list} 

  Input x values in L1 and y values in L2 

Step 3: Create Graph 

  Press {2nd }{y=}  

  Press {Enter - move arrows to turn plot on (‘on’ should be highlighted)} 

  Press {zoom 9} 

Step 4: Calculate the Line of Best Fit 

  Press {2nd list}  

  Use arrow to move to CALC 

  Select 5: LinReg (ax+b) Hit Enter twice 

Step 5: Plot line of Best Fit 

  Press {y= then 2nd apps} 

  Select 3: Statistics 

  Use arrow to move to EQ 

  Select 1: RegEQ 

  Press {graph} 

*** You could also enter it manually but it may not be as accurate  

Step 6: Trace the Line of Best Fit 

  Press {trace} 

  Use arrows to bounce from point to point 

  Use down arrow to move up and down the Best Fit Line 



Practice 

 



 


